
Signing up for a USA (ISI) meet 

This how-to will help you sign up for USA Swimming (ISI) meets.  To There is a separate how-to for dual meets.  Read the 

section on USA (ISI) swim meets in the parents’ handbook to familiarize yourself with how these meets are run and how 

you should prepare for them.  This is especially important for new parents.   CLICK HERE FOR THE HANDBOOK. 

Step 1. 

Read the meet packet. 

Step 2. 

Read the meet packet. 

One of the sections you need to pay attention to is the portion that goes over the meet format and important times for 

each session.    Most of the meets we attend are “positive check in” meets so each swimmer attending must go to the 

sign-in table when they arrive and acknowledge that they are going to swim each event for that session.   Failure to 

arrive by the check-in time means you don’t swim that session, so please be on time! 

 

 

  

https://www.teamunify.com/ilnac/__doc__/NAC%20Sharks%20Parents%20Handwook%20Fall%202014.pdf


The 2 slides below go over the entries and fees.  Each meet may have different entry limitations and fees.  These are just 

examples. The first slide shows that each athlete may enter 4 events per day.   It is your responsibility to know and 

adhere to this limitation.  Also, many meets impose a limit on the maximum entries for the meet.  Again, it is your 

responsibility to adhere to this.    Illinois (and Indiana) Swimming also charge a $2 surcharge for each swimmer for the 

entire meet.   For this meet, if you attended one day and did maximum entries NAC will bill your account $16 (4 X $3.50 

+ $2). 

 

  



 

This slide shows fees for the HF St.Nick meet. 

Relays – If a meet offers relays, the coaches will determine what relays your athletes will be in.  You will not be billed for 

relays, the club pays for them.  However – You must indicated in the “Notes” section of online meet entry that your 

child is available to swim in relays for them to be considered.  You will know there are relays by looking at the event list. 

Deck Entries – A deck entry is when a swimmer is allowed to enter an event by going to the admin table with the 

appropriate fee ($4 here).  Provided there is an open lane in the first heat they will be allowed to swim.   

 

 

 

 

  



The next two slides show the sessions/events from the meet packets.  You should always initially select events from 

here, as on occasion the session numbers/days have been incorrect in online meet entry. 

Couple of points about selecting events.  Please don’t enter your athlete with no events and expect the coach to choose 

events for them.  This is for you and your athlete to choose.  The coaches would be more than happy to provide 

guidance if you ask them before you make the choices.  If you enter your child and do not pick events you will not be 

entered into the meet. 

Sessions at an ISI meet can run 4 hours.  Tack on another hour for warm-ups.   Your athlete is there to swim, please sign 

them up for multiple events.   If you sign up like in the slide below you (and your athlete) might never want to attend 

another ISI meet again.   A 4 hour wait to watch one 30 second race = bored athlete and parent. 

This is BAD…  One event per day = two boring days. 

 

 

 

  



This is much better.   Day is filled with 4 events. 

 

 

 

Step 3.  Online Meet Entry 

Now it’s time to actually sign up for the meet.   After logging into TeamUnify (NAC site), click on the “Events” tab.    

 

 



You will see a list of events(meets).   Click on “Attend/Decline” button under the meet name to enter online meet entry. 

  

 

Next, click on the swimmers name.  The form below will render.  If you have multiple swimmers, you will need to do this 

for each swimmer. 

 

 

 

 



From the dropdown, select “Yes, please sign up…”   You will get the form shown below. 

 

 

Click on the events you want to enter.   The system will only show you events your swimmer is eligible to enter.  

Remember, if there are relays and you want your athlete to be considered for them, mark that in the notes section on 

the form.  Relays will not display in online meet entry. 

 

 

Click “Save Changes”.  You are done entering your swimmer.  You may make changes up until the time the meet entries 

close for the event. 


